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	This new edition o Introduction and Molecular Biology of Cancer provides a concise yet comprehensive overview of cancer biology, covering the current status of both research and treatment. For the student or new researcher the breadth of cancer research can appear daunting, yet a broad understanding is essential for translation of laboratory findings into the clinic.


	Within the broad scope of the book, each topic is reviewed authoritatively by experts in the field, and the accompanying bibliographies allow rapid access to the relevant current literature. The book covers topics extending from the molecular alterations found in cancer cells and their causes to the current range of approaches to treatment. Since the publication of the previous edition in 1997 there has been unprecedented progress in cancer research: this is reflected by an extensive revision of all the material, and the addition of eight new chapters, covering DNA repair, epigenetic events, the cell cycle, cell immortalization, apoptosis, angiogenesis, animal models, the genome, transcriptome and proteome, radiotherapy and molecular radiotherapy, immunotherapy, and gene therapy. The fourth edition of the popular book will serve as a text for both undergraduate and postgraduate use and also as an introduction for clinicians and scientists new to the field.
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Corel Painter 8 Fast & EasyPremier Press, 2003
"Corel Painter 8 Fast & Easy" puts you on the fast track to  master the latest version of this popular application. Through step-by-step  instructions and screen shots, you'll learn a variety of techniques and creative  tricks to create artwork quickly and make your work stand out. Use your  imagination and create...
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Focal Encyclopedia of Photography, Fourth Edition: Digital Imaging, Theory and Applications, History, and ScienceFocal Press, 2007
*Searchable CD ROM containing the entire book (including images) 
*Over 450 color images, plus never before published images provided by the George Eastman House collection, as well as images from Ansel Adams, Howard Schatz, and Jerry Uelsmann to name just a few 

The role and value of the picture cannot be matched for accuracy or...
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Wicked Cool Perl Scripts : Useful Perl Scripts That Solve Difficult ProblemsNo Starch Press, 2006
You can do a lot of strange and wonderful things with the Perl language—if you know how. Many Perl programmers have been frustrated at one time or another because the system was missing some simple and obvious utility. Wicked Cool Perl Scripts is your guide to writing those utilities quickly and easily.

This book contains a wide...
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A Basic Guide for Valuing a Company, 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The Groundwork of Company Valuation for First-time Buyers and Sellers
A Basic Guide for Valuing a Company has helped thousands of first-time buyers and sellers realize a fair, substantiated value for small businesses. Now in its Second Edition, this book covers common valuation techniques and myths, tips for determining tangible and intangible...
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The Oxford Handbook of Political Institutions (Oxford Handbooks of Political Science)Oxford University Press, 2006
The thoughtful essays in the handbooks are far more than literature reviews. Scholars and students will find them to be an invaluable resource for many years to come. Morris P. Fiorina, Senior, Fellow at the Hoover Institution and Wendt Family Professor of Political Science at Stanford University  A paramount effort coordinated by Robert Goodin for...
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Nanoparticles and Nanodevices in Biological Applications: The INFN Lectures - Vol I (Lecture Notes in Nanoscale Science and Technology)Springer, 2008
This is the first volume in a series of books on selected topics in Nanoscale Science and Technology based on lectures given at the well-known INFN schools of the same name. The aim of this collection is to provide a reference corpus of suitable, introductory material to relevant subfields, as they mature over time, by gathering the significantly...
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